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1. Introduction
Let Σ be a finite alphabet, and let SΣ be the left shift on Σ
Z,
SΣ((xi)i∈Z) = (xi+1)i∈Z, (xi)i∈Z ∈ Σ
Z.
The closed shift-invariant subsystems of the shift (ΣZ, SΣ) are called subshifts. For
an introduction to their theory, which belongs to symbolic dynamics, we refer to
[11] and [22]. A finite word in the symbols of Σ is called admissible for the subshift
X ⊂ ΣZ if it appears somewhere in a point of X . A subshift is uniquely determined
by its language of admissible words that we denote by L(X). We let Ln(X) denote
the set of words in L(X) of length n ∈ N.
We set for a subshift X ⊂ ΣZ
Γ+(a) = {c ∈ L(X) | ac ∈ L(X)}, a ∈ L(X),
and
ω+n (a) =
⋂
c∈Γ−(a)
{b ∈ Ln(X) | cab ∈ L(X)}, a ∈ L(X).
Γ− and ω− have the time symmetric meaning. An admissible word v of a subshift
X ⊂ ΣZ is called a synchronizing word of X if for u,w ∈ L(X) such that uv, vw ∈
L(X) also uvw ∈ L(X). A topological transitive subshift is said to be synchronizing
if it has a synchronizing word.
In [15] a property (D) of subshifts was introduced that expresses a quality of
synchronization that is weaker than synchronization (For other notions of synchro-
nization see [13],[17], [18]). A subshift X ⊂ ΣZ has property (D) if for σ ∈ Σ and
b ∈ Γ−(σ) there exists a word a ∈ Γ−(b) such that σ ∈ ω+1 (ab).
Whereas synchronization of subshifts is time symmetric, property (D) is not.
There exist coded systems [1] with property (D) whose inverse does not have prop-
erty (D) (see Section 4.3). Because of the occurrence of time unsymmetry it is
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advisable to choose a time direction that is to be maintained throughout the ex-
position. In principle the choice of time direction is arbitrary. For this paper we
choose the time direction that is the opposite of the time direction that was chosen
in [15]. However, we do not change the definition of property (D). Instead, we
introduce a notion of ”λ-synchronization” that is equivalent to the time symmetric
opposite of property (D). Property (D), and therefore also λ-synchronization, is an
invariant of topological conjugacy ([15, Proposition 4.3]).
λ-graph systems were introduced in [23]. We will recall their definition in Section
3. There is a one-to-one correspondence between separated one right resolving λ-
graph systems and compact Shannon graphs that present a subshift X ⊂ ΣZ (see
[18]). For a subshift X ⊂ ΣZ with property (D) there was constructed in [13] a
compact Shannon graph GD(X) that presents X, and that is invariantly associated
to X , and that generalizes the right Fischer cover [6]. Bypassing the compact
Shannon graph GD(X) we give in Section 3 a direct construction of the λ-graph
system that corresponds to GD(X) (or rather, due to the different choice of time
direction, of its time symmetric opposite, which generalizes the left Fischer cover,
the subshift X now being assumed to be λ-synchronizing ). We also give a direct
proof that this λ-graph system, that we call the λ-synchronizing λ-graph system,
is invariantly associated to the λ-synchronizing subshift.
In Sections 4.1 and 4.2 we give examples of subshifts that are λ-synchronizing
and have property (D).
In Section 5 we consider the C∗-algebras that are obtained from the λ-synchronizing
λ-graph systems of λ-synchronizing subshifts.
Acknowledgements. The insight of the referee leads to a substantial improvement
of Section 4.2. This work was supported by Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Reserch
(20540215), Japan Societey for the Promotion of Science.
2. λ-synchronization
Let X ⊂ ΣZ be a subshift, and let l ∈ N. We say that a word v ∈ L(X) is
l-synchronizing if Γ−l (v) ⊂ ω
−
l (v). We denote the set of l-synchronizing words of X
by Sl(X). We say that X is λ-synchronizing if for w ∈ L(X) and k ∈ N there is a
word v ∈ Sk(X) ∩ Γ+(w).
Lemma 2.1. For a subshift X ⊂ ΣZ, the following are equivalent:
(i) (X,S−1Σ ) has property (D).
(ii) X is λ-synchronizing.
(iii) For b ∈ L(X) there exists an a ∈ L(X) such that b ∈ ω−(a).
Proof. (i) ⇒ (iii): Asume (i) and let b ∈ L(X). For σ ∈ Γ+1 (b) there exists by (i) a
c ∈ L(X) such that one has for a = σc that b ∈ ω−(a).
(iii) ⇒ (i): Assume (iii) and let σ ∈ Σ and a ∈ Γ+(σ). By (iii) there exists a
b ∈ Γ+(σa) such that σa ∈ ω−(b), and this implies that σ ∈ ω−(ab).
(iii) ⇒ (ii): Assume (iii) and for w ∈ L(X) choose a b0 ∈ L(X) such that
w ∈ ω−(b0). Let then k ∈ N, set
Q = card(Γ−k (b0)),
and order the set Γ−k (b0), writing
Γ−k (b0) = {cq : 1 ≤ q ≤ Q}.
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Applying (ii) and [15, Lemma 2.3], one has an inductive procedure that yields an
R ∈ N, and indices qr, 1 ≤ r ≤ R, such that
1 ≤ qr−1 < qr ≤ Q, 1 < r ≤ R,
together with words br ∈ L(X), 1 ≤ r ≤ R, such that
cqr ∈ ω
−
k ((bs)0≤s≤r)),
and
qr = min{q > qr−1 : cq /∈ ω
−
k ((bs)0≤s<r))}, 1 < r ≤ R,
Then
{cqr : 0 ≤ r ≤ R} = Γ
−
k ((br)0≤r≤R)) = ω
−
k ((br)0≤r≤R)),
and
w ∈ Γ−((br)0≤r≤R),
and (ii) is shown.
(ii)⇒ (iii): Assume (ii), let b ∈ L(X), and let K be the length of b. By (ii) there
exists an a ∈ SK(X) ∩ Γ
+
K(b) such that b ∈ ω
−(a). 
3. λ-synchronizing λ-graph systems
In this section we recall the description of λ-graph systems and related invariants
to define λ-synchronizing λ-graph systems.
Notions of λ-graph system and symbolic matrix system have been introduced
in [23]. They are presentations of subshifts and generalizations of finite labeled
graphs and symbolic matrices respectively. A λ-graph system L = (V,E, λ, ι) over
Σ consists of a vertex set V = V0∪V1∪V2∪· · · , an edge set E = E0,1∪E1,2∪E2,3∪· · · ,
a labeling λ : E → Σ and a surjective map ιl,l+1 : Vl+1 → Vl for each l ∈ Z+. An
edge e ∈ El,l+1 has its source vertex s(e) in Vl, its terminal vertex t(e) in Vl+1 and
its label λ(e) in Σ. It is then required that there exists an edge in El,l+1 with label
α and its terminal is v ∈ Vl+1 if and only if there exists an edge in El−1,l with label
α and its terminal is ι(v) ∈ Vl. For u ∈ Vl−1 and v ∈ Vl+1, we put
Eι(u, v) = {e ∈ El,l+1 | t(e) = v, ι(s(e)) = u},
Eι(u, v) = {e ∈ El−1,l | s(e) = u, t(e) = ι(v)}.
Then there exists a bijective correspondence between Eι(u, v) and Eι(u, v) that
preserves labels for all pairs (u, v) ∈ Vl−1×Vl+1 of vertices. This property is called
the local property of the λ-graph system.
A symbolic matrix system (M, I) consists of a sequence of pairs (Ml,l+1, Il,l+1),
l ∈ Z+, of rectangular symbolic matrices Ml,l+1 and rectangular {0, 1}-matrices
Il,l+1, where Z+ denotes the set of all nonnegative integers. Both the matrices
Ml,l+1 and Il,l+1 have the same size for each l ∈ Z+. The column size of Ml,l+1
is the same as the row size of Ml+1,l+2. They satisfy the following commutation
relations as symbolic matrices
Il,l+1Ml+1,l+2 =Ml,l+1Il+1,l+2, l ∈ Z+. (3.1)
We further assume that for i there exists j such that the (i, j)-component Il,l+1(i, j) =
1, and for j there uniquely exists i such that Il,l+1(i, j) = 1.
For a symbolic matrix system (M, I), the labeled edges from a vertex vli ∈ Vl
to a vertex vl+1j ∈ Vl+1 are given by the symbols appearing in the (i, j)-component
Ml,l+1(i, j) of Ml,l+1. The matrix Il,l+1 defines a surjection ιl,l+1 from Vl+1 to Vl
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for each l ∈ Z+. By this observation, the symbolic matrix systems and the λ-graph
systems are the same objects. We say that a λ-graph system L presents a subshift
X if the set L(X) of admissible words of X coincides with the set of finite label
sequences appearing in the labeled Bratteli diagram for L.
For a symbolic matrix system (M, I), let Ml,l+1 be the nonnegative rectangular
matrix obtained from Ml,l+1 by setting all the symbols equal to 1 for each l ∈ Z+.
Then the resulting pair (M, I) satisfies the following relations by (3.1)
Il,l+1Ml+1,l+2 =Ml,l+1Il+1,l+2, l ∈ Z+. (3.2)
We call (M, I) the nonnegative matrix system for (M, I).
For topological Markov shifts and sofic shifts, several topological conjugacy in-
variants and flow equivalence invariants, such as dimension groups ([12], [?]) and
Bowen-Franks groups ([2], [7]) have been defined by using underlying matrices (cf.
[3], [32], [11], [22]). These invariants have been generalized to nonnegative matrix
systems in [23]. For a nonnegative matrix system (M, I), let m(l) be the row size
of the matrix Il,l+1 for each l ∈ Z+. Let ZIt be the abelian group defined by the
inductive limit ZIt = lim−→{I
t
l,l+1 : Z
m(l) → Zm(l+1)}. The sequence M tl,l+1, l ∈ Z+ of
the transposes of Ml,l+1 naturally acts on ZIt by the relation (3.2), that is denoted
by λ(M,I). The K-groups for (M, I) have been defined as:
K0(M, I) = ZIt/(id− λ(M,I))ZIt , K1(M, I) = Ker(id− λ(M,I)) in ZIt .
Set the inductive limits Z+It = lim−→
l
{Itl,l+1 : Z
m(l)
+ −→ Z
m(l+1)
+ } of positive cones. We
put ZIt(k) = ZIt , k ∈ N and consider the inductive limits:
∆(M,I) = lim
−→
k
{λ(M,I) : ZIt(k) −→ ZIt(k + 1)},
∆+(M,I) = lim−→
k
{λ(M,I) : Z
+
It(k) −→ Z
+
It(k + 1)}.
The ordered group (∆(M,I),∆
+
(M,I)) is called the dimension group for (M, I). The
map δ(M,I) : ZIt(k) → ZIt(k + 1) defined by δ(M,I)([X, k]) = ([X, k + 1]) yields
an automorphism on (∆(M,I),∆
+
(M,I)). The triple (∆(M,I),∆
+
(M,I), δ(M,I)) is named
the dimension triple for (M, I). We set the projective limit of the abelian group as
ZI = lim
←−
{Il,l+1 : Zm(l+1) −→ Zm(l)}. The sequence Ml,l+1, l ∈ Z+ acts on ZI as
an endomorphism that we denote by M . The identity on ZI is denoted by I. The
Bowen-Franks groups have been formulated as:
BF 0(M, I) = ZI/(I −M)ZI , BF
1(M, I) = Ker(I −M) in ZI .
Both the pairs K∗(M, I), BF
∗(M, I) for ∗ = 0, 1 are invariant under shift equiva-
lence in nonnegative matrix systems ([23]).
In [26], the C∗-algebra OL associated with a λ-graph system L has been in-
troduced. These C∗-algebras are generalizations of the Cuntz-Krieger algebras
and the C∗-algebras associated with subshifts. They are universal unique concrete
C∗-algebras generated by finite families of partial isometries and sequences of pro-
jections subject to certain operator relations encoded by structure of the λ-graph
systems. The C∗-algebraOL has a natural one-parameter group action called gauge
action. Its fixed point algebra denoted by FL becomes an AF-algebra. Let (M, I)
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be the nonnegative matrix system for the symbolic matrix system of the λ-graph
system L. The following relations hold:
K0(OL) = K0(M, I), K1(OL) = K1(M, I), (3.3)
Ext1(OL) = BF
0(M, I), Ext0(OL) = BF
1(M, I), (3.4)
(K0(FL),K0(FL)
+) = (∆(M,I),∆
+
(M,I)) (3.5)
where Ext1(OL) = Ext(OL) and Ext
0(OL) = Ext(OL ⊗ C0(R).
All the groups above are invariant under shift equivalence of symbolic matrix
systems, so that they yield topological conjugacy unvariants of subshifts by taking
canonical λ-graph systems.
The λ-entropy hλ(L) of a λ-graph system L was introduced in [20]. The λ-
entropy measures the growth rate of the cardinalities ♯Vl, l ∈ Z+ of the vertex sets
{Vl}l∈Z+ . The volume entropy hvol(L) of a λ-graph system L was introduced in
[29]. Denote by Pl(L) the set of all labeled paths starting at a vertex in V0 and
terminating at a vertex in Vl. The volume entropy measures the growth rate of
the cardinalities ♯Pl(L) of the labeled paths Pl(L). Both the entropic quantities are
invariant under shift equivalence of λ-graph systems, so that they yield a topological
conjugacy invariants of subshifts.
For µ, ν ∈ L(X), if Γ−l (µ) = Γ
−
l (ν), we say that µ is l-past equivalent to ν and
write it as µ ∼
l
ν.
Lemma 3.1. Let X be a λ-synchronizing subshift. Then we have
(i) For l ∈ N and η ∈ Ln(X), there exists µ ∈ Sl(X) such that η ∈ Γ
−
l (µ).
(ii) For µ ∈ Sl(X), there exists µ′ ∈ Sl+1(X) such that µ ∼
l
µ′.
(iii) For µ ∈ Sl(X), there exist β ∈ Σ and ν ∈ Sl+1(X) such that µ ∼
l
βν.
Proof. (i) This follows from λ-synchronization.
(ii) For µ ∈ Sl(X) with |µ| = K, put k = K+l+1 > K. As X is λ-synchronizing,
there exists ν ∈ Sk(X) such that µν ∈ Sk−K(X). Put µ′ = µν ∈ Sl+1(X). As
µ ∈ Sl(X), one sees that Γ
−
l (µ) = Γ
−
l (µν) so that µ ∼
l
µ′.
(iii) For µ ∈ Sl(X) with µ = µ1 · · ·µK , put k = K + l > K. As X is λ-
synchronizing, there exists ω ∈ Sk(X) such that µω ∈ Sk−K(X). Set β = µ1 and
ν = µ2 · · ·µKω. Since ω ∈ Sk(X), one has ν ∈ Sk−(K−1)(X) so that ν ∈ Sl+1(X).
As Γ−l (µ) = Γ
−
l (µω), one sees that µ ∼
l
βν. 
For a λ-synchronizing subshift X over Σ, we will introduce the λ-synchronizing
λ-graph system
L
λ(X) = (V λ(X), Eλ(X), λλ(X), ιλ(X))
in the following way. Let V
λ(X)
l be the l-past equivalence classes of Sl(X). We
denote by [µ]l the l-past equivalence class of µ ∈ Sl(X). For ν ∈ Sl+1(X) and
α ∈ Γ−1 (ν), define an edge with label α from [αν]l ∈ V
λ(X)
l to [ν]l ∈ V
λ(X)
l+1 . We
denote the set of these edges by E
λ(X)
l,l+1 . Since Sl+1(X) ⊂ Sl(X), we have a natural
map [µ]l+1 ∈ V
λ(X)
l+1 −→ [µ]l ∈ V
λ(X)
l that we denote by ι
λ(X)
l,l+1 .
Proposition 3.2. Lλ(X) = (V λ(X), Eλ(X), λλ(X), ιλ(X)) is a λ-graph system that
presents X.
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Proof. We will first show the local property of λ-graph systems (cf. [26], [28]).
For [µ]l ∈ V
λ(X)
l and [ν]l+2 ∈ V
λ(X)
l+2 with µ ∈ Sl(X), ν ∈ Sl+2(X), suppose that
there exists a labeled edge from [µ]l to [ν]l+1 labeled α ∈ Σ. It follows that αν ∼
l
µ.
Hence there exists an edge from [αν]l+1 to [ν]l+2 labeled α and a ι-map from [αν]l+1
to [αν]l.
On the other hand, suppose that there exists an ι-map from [ω]l+1 to [µ]l and an
edge from [ω]l+1 to [ν]l+2 labeled α. Hence ω ∼
l+1
αν. Since ιλ(X)([αν]l+1) = [αν]l,
one sees that [µ]l = [αν]l so that µ ∼
l
αν. Hence there exists an edge from [µ]l to
[ν]l+1 labeled α. Therefore the local property of λ-graph systems holds.
By λ-synchronization, for any admissible word η ∈ L(X) and k ≥ l, there exists
ν ∈ Sk(X) such that ην ∈ Sk−l(X). This implies that there exists a path labeled η
in Lλ(X) from the vertex [ην]k−l ∈ V
λ(X)
k−l to the vertex [ν]l ∈ V
λ(X)
l so that L
λ(X)
is a λ-graph system that presents X . 
As in [23], there is a canonical construction of a λ-graph system for an arbitrary
subshift X . The constructed λ-graph system is called the canonical λ-graph system
for X and denoted by LX . For l ∈ Z+, the vertex set V Xl of L
X is defined by the
l-past equivalence classes Γ−l (x) of the right infinite sequences x ∈ X
+. For a
symbol α ∈ Σ, an edge labeled α from Γ−l (αx) to Γ
−
l+1(x) is defined if αx ∈ X
+.
The natural inclusions Γ−l+1(x) ⊂ Γ
−
l (x) give rise to the ι-map.
Corollary 3.3. Lλ(X) is a predecessor-separated, left-resolving λ-graph subsystem
of the canonical λ-graph system of X.
Proof. One checks that Lλ(X) is predecessor-separated and left-resolving. Let LX =
(V X , EX , λX , ιX) be the canonical λ-graph system for X . For µ ∈ Sl(X) and
x ∈ X+ with µ ∈ Γ−l (x), one sees that Γ
−
l (µ) = Γ
−
l (µx). Hence [µ]l can be regarded
as a vertex of V Xl so that the vertex set V
λ(X)
l can be regarded as a subset of V
X
l .
Similarly the edge set E
λ(X)
l,l+1 can be regarded as a subset of E
X
l,l+1. The ι-map ι
λ(X)
of Lλ(X) is compatible to that of LX . It follows that Lλ(X) is a λ-graph subsystem
of LX . 
For a synchronizing subshift X , the canonical synchronizing λ-graph system
L
S(X) of X has been introduced in [18].
Proposition 3.4. Let X be a synchronizing subshift and LS(X) the canonical syn-
chronizing λ-graph system of X. Then LS(X) is isomorphic to the λ-synchronizing
λ-graph system Lλ(X) of X.
For a λ-synchronizing subshift X , denote by (Mλ(X), Iλ(X)) the symbolic matrix
system for the λ-graph system Lλ(X) (see [23]).
Proposition 3.5. Let X,X ′ be λ-synchronizing subshifts. If X is topologically
conjugate to X ′, then (Mλ(X), Iλ(X)) is strong shift equivalent to (Mλ(X
′), Iλ(X
′)).
Proof. By [32], we may assume that the subshifts X,X ′ are bipartitely related to
each other. This means that there exists alphabets C,D and a bipartite subshift
X̂ over C ∪ D such that there exist subshifts X1 over CD, X2 over DC and one
block conjugacies ϕ1 : X −→ X1, ϕ2 : X ′ −→ X2 such that
X̂ [2] = X1 ∪X2,
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where X̂ [2] is the 2-block shift of X . We will show that the λ-graph systems Lλ(X)
and Lλ(X
′) are bipartitely related to each other. We note that
S2k(X̂) = ϕ1(Sk(X)) ∪ ϕ2(Sk(X
′)). (3.6)
For η = (η1, . . . , ηl) ∈ Ll(X̂), assume that η1 ∈ C.
Case 1: ηl ∈ C.
Hence l is odd, l = 2m− 1 for some m ≥ 1. Take d ∈ D such that η1 · · · ηld ∈
Ll+1(X̂) = L2m(X̂) so that ϕ
−1
1 (η1 · · · ηld) ∈ Lm(X). For k ≥ l, take k
′ such as
k = 2k′ − 1 if k is odd, and k = 2k′ if k is even. Hence k′ + 1 ≥ m. Since X is λ-
synchronizing, there exists ν ∈ Lk′+1(X) such that ϕ
−1
1 (η1 · · · ηld)ν ∈ Sk′+1−m(X).
As 2(k′ + 1−m) = 2k′ − 2(m− 1) ≥ k − l, one has η1 · · · ηldϕ1(ν) ∈ Sk−l(X̂).
Case 2: ηl ∈ D.
Hence l is even, l = 2m for some m ≥ 1. One sees ϕ−11 (η1 · · · ηl) ∈ Lm(X). For
k ≥ l, take k′ such as k = 2k′−1 if k is odd, and k = 2k′ if k is even. Hence k′ ≥ m.
Since X is λ-synchronizing, there exists ω ∈ Lk′ (X) such that ϕ
−1
1 (η1 · · · ηld)ω ∈
Sk′−m(X). As 2k′ − 2m ≥ k − l, one has η1 · · · ηldϕ1(ω) ∈ Sk−l(X̂).
Thus the bipartite subshift X̂ is λ-synchronizing. The equality (3.6) implies
V
λ(X̂)
2k = V
λ(X)
k ∪ V
λ(X′)
k .
One then easily sees that the λ-graph systems Lλ(X) and Lλ(X
′) are bipartite pair in
the sense of [32]. Hence (Mλ(X), Iλ(X)) is strong shift equivalent to (Mλ(X
′), Iλ(X
′))
by [23]. 
For the symbolic matrix system (Mλ(X), Iλ(X)), denote by (Mλ(X), Iλ(X)), its
nonnegative matrix system. Set
Kλi (X) = Ki(M
λ(X), Iλ(X)), i = 0, 1 (3.7)
BF iλ(X) = BF
i(Mλ(X), Iλ(X)), i = 0, 1 (3.8)
(∆λ(X),∆λ+(X)) = (∆(Mλ(X) ,Iλ(X)),∆
+
(Mλ(X),Iλ(X))
), (3.9)
hλ(X) = hλ(L
λ(X)), (3.10)
hλvol(X) = hvol(L
λ(X)). (3.11)
Since the above invariants are all shift equivalence invariants and since strong shift
equivalence implies shift equivalence, we have
Corollary 3.6. The abelian groups Kλi (X), BF
i
λ(X), i = 0, 1, the ordered abelian
group ∆λ(X) and the entropic quantities hλ(X), h
λ
vol(X) are all invariant under
topological conjugacy of λ-synchronizing subshifts.
4. Examples
1. Dyck shifts and Motzkin shifts.
Starting from the Dyck shifts and the Motzkin shifts, we describe, in increasing
generality, classes of subshifts that have been observed to have property (D). These
subshifts are also λ-synchronizing, since these classes are closed under taking in-
verses. The descriptions involve finite directed graphs. The mapping that assigns
to a path in a directed graph its source vertex we denote by s and the mapping
that assigns to a path in the graph its target vertex we denote by t.
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First we recall the construction of the Dyck shifts and of the Motzkin shifts. We
denote the generators of the Dyck inverse monoid (the polycyclic inverse monoid)
by e−n , e
+
n , 1 ≤ n ≤ N,N > 1. These generators satisfy the relations
e−n e
+
n = 1, 1 ≤ n ≤ N, e
−
l e
+
m = 0, 1 ≤ l,m ≤ N, l 6= m.
The Dyck shift DN is the subshift with alphabet {e−n , e
+
n : 1 ≤ n ≤ N} and
admissible words (ei)1≤i≤I , I ∈ N, given by the condition
∏
1≤i≤I ei 6= 0. The
Motzkin shift MN is the subshift with alphabet {e−n , e
+
n : 1 ≤ n ≤ N} ∪ {1} and
admissible words (ei)1≤i≤I , I ∈ N, also given by the condition
∏
1≤i≤I ei 6= 0.
The Dyck shifts belong to the class of Markov-Dyck shifts and the Motzkin
shifts belong to the class of Markov-Motzkin shifts. To recall the construction of
the Markov-Dyck shifts and of the Markov-Motzkin shifts, let there be given an
irreducible finite directed graph with vertex set V and edge set E . Let (V , E−) be
a copy of (V , E). Reverse the directions of the edges in E to obtain the reversed
graph of the graph (V , E) with vertex set V and edge set E+. With idempotents
Pv, v ∈ V , the set E− ∪ {Pv : v ∈ V} ∪ E+ is the generating set of the graph inverse
semigroup SV,E of the directed graph (V , E), where, besides P 2u = Pu, v ∈ V , the
relations are
PuPw = 0, u, w ∈ V , u 6= w,
f−g+ =
{
Ps(f), (f = g),
0, (f 6= g, f, g ∈ E),
and
Ps(f)f
− = f−Pr(f), Pr(f)f
+ = f+Ps(f), f ∈ E .
The Markov-Dyck shift of the graph (V , E) is the subshift with alphabet E− ∪ E+
with admissible words (ei)1≤i≤I , I ∈ N, given by the condition
∏
1≤i≤I ei 6= 0. The
Dyck shift DN arises in this way from the single vertex graph with N loops at its
vertex. The Markov-Motzkin shift of the graph (V , E) is the subshift with alphabet
E− ∪ {Pv : v ∈ V} ∪ E+ with admissible words (ei)1≤i≤I , I ∈ N, also given by the
condition
∏
1≤i≤I ei 6= 0. The Motzkin shift MN arises in this way from the single
vertex graph with N loops at its vertex.
Following [8], in [9] a necessary and sufficient condition was given for the existence
of an embedding of an irreducible subshift of finite type into target subshifts that
were taken from a class of λ-synchronizing subhifts with property (D). This class
contains the Markov-Dyck and Markov-Motzkin shifts. To recall the construction
of this class, let there be given, besides the finite irreducible directed graph (V , E),
another finite irreducible directed graph with vertex set Ω and edge set Σ. Denote
by S−V,E (resp. S
+
V,E) the semigroup that is generated by {e
− : e ∈ E} (resp.
{e− : e ∈ E}), and let λ be a labeling map that assigns to every edge σ ∈ Σ a label
λ(σ) ∈ S−V,E ∪ {Pv : v ∈ V} ∪ S
+
V,E , and extend the mapping λ to all finite paths
(σi)1≤i≤I in the graph (Ω,Σ) by
λ((σi)1≤i≤I) =
∏
1≤i≤I
λ(σi).
For v ∈ V let Ωv denote the set of ω ∈ Ω such that there exists a path a in the graph
(Ω,Σ) such that s(a) = t(a) = ω and λ(ω) = Pv. Assume that Ωv 6= ∅, v ∈ V , and
that {Ωv : v ∈ V} is a partition of Ω. Also assume that for every edge that enters
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an ω ∈ Ωv one has λ(ω)Pv 6= 0 and for every edge σ that leaves an ω ∈ Ωv one has
Pvλ(ω) 6= 0, v ∈ V . Assume that for u,w ∈ V and g ∈ SV,E such that PugPw 6= 0
there exists a path a in the graph such that s(a) = u, t(a) = w and λ(a) = g.
We define a subshift X(V , E , λ) as the subsystem of the edge shift of (V , E) with
allowed words the finite paths b in G such that λ(b) 6= 0. The class of subshifts
of the form X(V , E , λ) is closed under taking inverses and one checks that the
subshifts X(V , E , λ) have Property (D). In fact, they have stronger synchronization
properties as described in [17]. The λ-synchronizing λ-graph system of a subshift
X(V , E , λ) is given by its Cantor horizon as described for the Dyck shift in [19]
and for the Motzkin shift in [27]. While maintaining sychronization properties one
has a more general construction that goes beyond the class of subshifts of the form
X(V , E , λ), where the graph inverse semigroup is replaced by a more general type
of semigroup [14].
2. Substituion dynamical systems.
For the theory of substitution dynamical systems see [33].
In proving the next theorem we follow [4, Example 3.6].
Theorem 4.1. The substitution dynamical system of a primitive substitution is
λ-synchronizing.
Proof. For a substitution minimal system of a primitive substitution X ⊂ ΣZ and
for k ∈ N, let A+(k) denote the set of x+ ∈ X[0,∞) such that card(Γ
−
k (x
+)) > 1.
A+(1) is a finite set [33, Section 5.1.1] and therefore the sets A+(k), k ∈ N are
also finite. We can for b ∈ Lk(X) choose a y+ ∈ X[0,∞) \ A
+(k) such that b ∈
Γ−k (y
+). There is an n ∈ N such that for a = y+[0,n], card(Γ
−
k (a)) = 1 and therefore
{b} = ω−k (a). Otherwise Γ
−
k (y
+), which is the limit of the decreasing sequence
Γ−k (y
+
[0,n]), n ∈ N, would contain more than one word, contradicting y
+ /∈ A+(k).
We have proved that X satisfies condition (iii) of Lemma 2.1. 
Note that we have also proved that the invariant probability measure of the
substitution dynamical system of a primitive substitution is a g-measure in the
sense of [21]. (We have used the time direction that is opposite to the one in [31],
or in [16] or [21]. However, the situation is time symmetric.)
3. A coded system.
With the alphabet Σ = {0, 1, α, β, γ} we consider a subshift X ⊂ ΣZ that has
property (D) such that its inverse does not have property (D). We obtain X as the
closure of the union of an increasing sequence Yn, n ∈ N of irreducible subshifts of
finite type. This implies that X is a coded system [13, Theorem 1]. Yn, n ∈ N is
defined by excluding from ΣZ the words
0m, m > n,
and the words
βαcγ0kγ, c ∈ Σk, 1 ≤ k ≤ n,
as well as the words
ββ, βγ, β0, β1.
We prove that X has property (D). For this let aσ ∈ L(X). If σ 6= γ, then, with
K the length of a, σ ∈ ω+(1Ka). If σ = γ, then σ ∈ ω+(αa).
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Let a ∈ Γ+(βα), and let K be the length of a. Then γ0Kγ ∈ Γ+(αa), but
βαaγ0Kγ is not admissible for X , and therefore X does not satisfy condition (iii)
of Lemma 2.1.
5. C∗-algebras
Generalizing Condition (I) of [5], in [28] λ-condition (I) was introduced, which
says that for a vertex v in the λ-graph system, there exist two distinct paths pi1, pi2
starting at v such that they have the same terminal vertex but different labels.
For a λ-synchronizing subshift X , we say that X satisfies synchronizing condition
(I) if for l ∈ N and µ ∈ Sl(X), there exist γ1, γ2 ∈ LK(X) for some K and
ν ∈ Sl+K(X) such that
γ1 6= γ2, γ1, γ2 ∈ Γ
−
K(ν), [γ1ν]l = [γ2ν]l = [µ]l. (5.1)
We have the following lemma.
Lemma 5.1. Let X be a λ-synchronizing subshift. Then the following conditions
are equivalent:
(i) X satisfies synchronizing condition (I).
(ii) The λ-synchronizing λ-graph system Lλ(X) satisfies λ-condition (I).
Proof. (i)⇒(ii): Suppose that X satisfies synchronizing condition (I). For a vertex
v ∈ V
λ(X)
l in L
λ(X), take a l-synchronizing word µ ∈ Sl(X) such that v = [µ]l. By
the synchronizing condition (I) of X , there exist γ1, γ2 ∈ LK(X) for some K and
ν ∈ Sl+K(X) satisfying (5.1). This implies that there exist two paths beginning
with v and ending in the vertex [ν]l+K ∈ V
λ(X)
l+K whose labels are γ1, γ2. Hence
L
λ(X) satisfies λ-condition (I).
(ii)⇒(i): Suppose that Lλ(X) satisfies λ-condition (I). Let µ ∈ Sl(X) be a l-
synchronizing word of X . By the λ-condition (I), for the vertex [µ]l ∈ V
λ(X)
l , there
exist two distinct paths pi1, pi2 in L
λ(X) starting at [µ]l such that they have the
same terminal vertex but different labels. We denote by u the terminal vertex.
As u belongs to V
λ(X)
l+K for some K ∈ N, one may find a l + K-synchronizing
word ν ∈ Sl+K(X) such that [ν]l+K = u. Denote by γ1, γ2 the labels of pi1, pi2
respectively. Since pi1, pi2 begin with [µ]l and end in u, one sees that γ1, γ2 ∈ Γ
−
K(ν)
and [γ1ν]l = [γ2ν]l = [µ]l. As γ1 6= γ2, one sees that X satisfies synchronizing
condition (I). 
If λ-graph systems L and L′ are bipartitely related by a bipartite λ-graph system
L̂, and if one of the λ-graph systems L,L′, L̂ satisfies λ-condition (I), then so do
the other two. Hence λ-condition (I) is invariant under strong shift equivalence of
the symbolic matrix systems that correspond to the λ-graph systems. Therefore
by the preceding lemma, one knows that synchronizing condition (I) is an invariant
condition under topological conjugacy of λ-synchronizing subshifts.
As a condition under which the C∗-algebra OL is simple and purely infinite, λ-
irreducibility for λ-graph system L has been introduced in [28]. A λ-graph system
L is said to be λ-irreducible if for an ordered pair of vertices vli, v
l
j ∈ Vl, there
exists a number Ll(i, j) ∈ N such that for a vertex v
l+Ll(i,j)
h ∈ Vl+Ll(i,j) with
ιLl(i,j)(v
l+Ll(i,j)
h ) = v
l
i, there exists a path γ in L such that s(γ) = v
l
j , t(γ) =
v
l+Ll(i,j)
h , where ι
Ll(i,j) means the Ll(i, j)-times compositions of ι, and s(γ), t(γ)
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denote the source vertex, the terminal vertex of γ respectively. A λ-synchronizing
subshift X is said to be synchronized irreducible if for µ, ν ∈ Sl(X), there exists
kµ,ν ∈ N such that for η ∈ Sl+Kµ,ν (X) with ν ∼
l
η, there exists ξ ∈ Lkµ,ν (X) such
that ξη ∼
l
µ. It is direct to see that a λ-synchronizing subshift X is synchronized
irreducible if and only if Lλ(X) is λ-irreducible.
Theorem 5.2. Let X be a λ-synchronizing subshift satisfying synchronizing con-
dition (I). Suppose that X is synchronized irreducible. Then the C∗-algebra OLλ(X)
associated with the λ-synchronizing λ-graph system Lλ(X) is a simple C∗-algebra
such that
Ki(OLλ(X)) = K
λ
i (X) i = 0, 1 (5.2)
Exti(OLλ(X)) = BF
i
λ(X), i = 0, 1 (5.3)
K0(FLλ(X)) = ∆
λ(X), (5.4)
where FLλ(X) is the AF-algebra defined by the fixed point algebra of OLλ(X) under
the gauge action.
Proof. By Lemma 5.1 the λ-synchronizing λ-graph system Lλ(X) of X satisfies λ-
condition (I). Also, if X is synchronized irreducible, then Lλ(X) is λ-irreducible,
and by [28, Theorem 3.9] OLλ(X) is simple. The equalities (5.2),(5.3),(5.4) follow
from (3.3),(3.4),(3.5) and (3.7),(3.8),(3.9) (see also [24], [25], [26]). 
Corollary 5.3. Let X be a synchronizing subshift satisfying synchronizing con-
dition (I). Then the C∗-algebra OLS(X) associated with the synchronizing λ-graph
system LS(X) is a simple C∗-algebra that is isomorphic to the C∗-algebra OLλ(X)
associated with the λ-synchronizing λ-graph system Lλ(X) for X.
Proof. As a synchronizing subshift is irreducible, it is synchronized irreducible so
that the λ-synchronizing λ-graph system Lλ(X) of X is λ-irreducible. By Proposi-
tion 3.4, OLS(X) is isomorphic to OLλ(X) that is simple by the above theorem. 
One can prove that the C∗-algebras Oβ, 1 < β ∈ R, in [10] for the β-shifts Λβ
are isomorphic to the C∗-algebras O
L
λ(Λβ) associated with the the λ-synchronizing
λ-graph systems for Λβ. The λ-graph systems studied in the paper [30] are also the
λ-synchronizing λ-graph systems for the subshifts.
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